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1000 M. Palaz et al.1. IntrodutionThe 100Sn nuleus, the heaviest doubly magi nuleus with equal num-ber of protons and neutrons, provides a unique testing ground for the nu-lear shell model. This extremely neutron de�ient nuleus, and its losestneighbours in the hart of nulides, are however not aessible today forin-beam studies. Information about the Single Partile Energies (SPE) andTwo-Body Matrix Elements (TBME) with respet to 100Sn has thus to bededued indiretly, by studying exited states in more distant neighbours of100Sn. An experimental hallenge at present is to study exited states of nu-lei with a few valene partiles outside the doubly-magi ore, approahing100Sn as lose as possible. 2. ExperimentExited states in lose neighbours of 100Sn have been studied in an ex-periment performed at Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro in Italy using theEUROBALL [1℄ detetor array in a on�guration onsisting of 15 Clover [2℄and 26 Cluster [3℄ omposite Compton suppressed Ge detetors, 40 silion�E=E telesopes [4℄ for the detetion and identi�ation of light hargedpartiles, and a Neutron Wall [5℄ of 50 liquid sintillator detetors situatedin the forward 1� setion of the setup. Fusion-evaporation reations wereindued by a 58Ni beam with an energy of 240 MeV and an average intensityof 2pnA, bombarding a 1.4 mg/m2 thik 54Fe target on a gold baking.Events were registered if (a) at least one Compton unsuppressed -ray wasdeteted in the Ge detetors together with one hardware pre-disriminatedneutron in the neutron detetors, or (b) at least 7 Compton unsuppressed rays were deteted in the Ge detetors. About 2 � 109 events olletedduring the 76 hours of the e�etive beam time made possible identi�ationof gamma ray-lines from 24 di�erent neighbours of 100Sn [6℄.3. Results and disussionIn the present experiment -ray lines from the 103Sn nuleus have beenidenti�ed for the �rst time and a level sheme of low lying exited states hasbeen established. The identi�ation of the 103Sn -ray lines has been done bya omparative analysis of two -ray spetra, gated by the requirement that(a) two � partiles and one neutron, and (b) two � partiles one neutron andone proton are deteted. Lines from nulei produed via the emission of ex-atly two � partiles and one neutron should be present in spetrum (a) butnot in spetrum (b), whih ontained lines from nulei assoiated withthe emission of additional protons, like 102In (2�np) and 101Cd (2�n 2p).



Investigations of Neutron De�ient Nulei Close to : : : 1001The 103Sn nuleus was produed with a ross setion of 5 � 3�b. Notethat only an upper limit for this ross setion was given in our previousreports [6,7℄. The unertainties in the determination of the ross setion aredue to the di�ulties in estimating the in�uene of: (a) the above mentionedtrigger ondition whih strongly enhaned neutron evaporation hannels,(b) di�erenes in mean -ray multipliity for various evaporation residuawhih a�ets the registration probability. Details of the experimental pro-edure leading to the identi�ation of 103Sn -ray lines have been desribedelsewhere [6,7℄, as well as the disussion of the observed -ray oinidenes.The level sheme of 103Sn is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Level sheme of 103Sn established in the present work (exp) and results of theshell model alulations (sm). Widths of the arrows indiate transition intensitiesas seen in the 58Ni (240 MeV) +54Fe !103Sn +2�n reation.The 103Sn nuleus may provide the best possible veri�ation of neutronsingle-partile energies with respet to 100Sn as long as studies of exitedstates of 101Sn are not feasible. Prior to the work desribed here, therewas no experimental information on exited states in the 103Sn nuleus.Conlusions regarding single partile-energies with respet to 100Sn basedon exited states in 103Sn are, however, a�eted by assumptions about theresidual interations among the three valene neutrons.Interation whih an be alulated from the bare nuleon�nuleon po-tential, inluding also e�ets of the nulear medium, is known in other re-gions to be burdened by signi�ant errors and this limits the exploitation ofthe powerful shell model tehnique. Alternatively, one an try to determinethe interations from experimental data. Suh an approah is very suessfulfor other doubly magi nulei, in partiular 208Pb, where the experimentallevels in lose neighbours of the doubly magi ore an be reprodued with



1002 M. Palaz et al.the preision of the order of 10 keV. In the region of 100Sn the main di�-ulty is that only 3 exited states are known in 102Sn [8℄, in ontrast to analmost omplete set of about 40 exited states in 206Pb. It is thus neessaryto extend the alulations to less neutron de�ient tin isotopes. Results ofsuh alulations are shown in Fig. 1. The SPE and TBME derived fromthe Bonn A potential [9℄ were varied in the shell model ode to obtain agood �t to the experimental data on nulei from 102;103Sn up to 113;114Sn.A trunated single partile basis inluding the 1g7=2, 2d5=2, 2d3=2, 3s1=2 and1h11=2 neutron orbitals was used.The alulations lead to the onlusion that the spaing of the two mostimportant neutron orbitals for N>50, g7=2 and d5=2, is equal to 110 � 40 keV.The error bar represents the unertainty related to variations of the e�etiveinterations. Further disussion of the single partile onstraints obtainedin this work is presented in Ref. [7℄.The 7/2+ (168 keV), 11/2+ (1486 keV) and 13/2+ (1785 keV) states arevery well reprodued by the alulations. The state at 1197 keV almostertainly orresponds to the �rst 9=2+ shell model state. The interpretationof the 1775 keV state is less straightforward. We would tend to interpretthis state as the seond 13=2+ state, but the alulations do not predit suhtwo lose lying 13=2+ states. The same kind of de�ieny shows up howeverin 105Sn, were two 13=2+ states were reported [10℄ with the relative spaingof 66 keV, but the alulations predit a muh larger distane between thesestates (219 keV). The 105Sn nuleus is relatively strongly populated in thepresent experiment � about 5% of the trigger preseleted yield [6℄. Theanalysis of the level sheme of 105Sn is urrently in progress, and we analready on�rm that the two lose lying 13=2+ states in 105Sn do exist.Alternatively the 1775 keV level an possibly be the third exited 9=2+ state,in agreement with the alulations. An open question is, of ourse, why suhnon yrast state should be strongly populated in a heavy ion reation.In summary, based on the observation of exited states in 103Sn, themost aurate estimate to date for the relative spaing of the 1g7=2 and2d5=2 neutron single partile orbitals was obtained. A wealth of informationon other nulei in the region has also been olleted, and analysis of the datais in progress.
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